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ArtMeta is a pioneering Art World Metaverse, a NFT marketplace and advisory platform using the 

potential of the blockchain, both as a new artistic medium and emerging sales channel for visual artists 

and contemporary art galleries.



ArtMeta teams up with critically acclaimed artists, galleries, curators, institutions and digital virtuosos to 

create unique digital environments and the most outstanding blockchain-based works of art, known as 

NFTs.



ArtMeta opens up new marketing and trading opportunities for artists, galleries and institutions from the 

traditional art market by reaching out to new buyer groups and collectors in the digital space through its 

platform ArtMeta.

1.0

Our Introduction
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2.1

Metaverse
Each year, Collins dictionary publishes the top 10 most popular words. In 2021, NFT came in 1st place, 
Crypto came in 4th and Metaverse came in 7th. Meta/Facebook, Decentraland, Sandbox are seeing very 
high traction in the metaverse space. Meta announced plans to spend $10 billion on their Metaverse and 
hire 10 thousand people in Europe to build it. Their metaverse will incorporate crypto and NFTs and take 
10-15 years to build. Decentraland is seeing record breaking traffic, with an average of approximately 6M 
visitors per month in Q4 2021. NFT marketplaces as well as other crypto based platforms are buying up 
land in Sandbox (Opensea, Nifty Gateway, Known Origin, Binance, Wax).



ArtMeta is a premium, high quality Metaverse focused on fine art and connecting world class art galleries 
and artists directly to their collectors. A photo-realistic virtual world, based on an imaginary island 
conceived by critically acclaimed painter Jonathan Delachaux, the island itself is a work of art that has been 
11 years in the making. Each element within the island has a purpose, meaning and story; a perfect mix of 
Soho, Art Basel, and the Venice Biennale. In this new digital display paradigm, the world’s leading galleries 
and their artists are able to design their own unique spaces to showcase and sell fine art without the 
boundaries of the physical world, giving accomplished creators  the means to fully express their artistic 
vision and reveal new possibilities. 



More than just a metaverse, ArtMeta is a leading fine art resource. Art enthusiasts will experience fine art 
in a new and unexpected way where a cathedral could be contained in a telephone booth and a museum 
can be entered through a tiny mushroom. 



Visitors will also be able to participate in ArtMeta hosted events, classes and high end exhibitions, as well 
as purchase extremely rare NFT based artwork with the $MART token directly from world class art galleries 
and artists. 



ArtMeta will provide galleries with tools for digitization and tokenization of physical artworks, transfer of 
ownership rights, 3D scanning and archival of unique artworks with state of the art process running & 
generative tools. Procedural tools for interconnection, and augmentation capability. 

With ArtMeta’s pixel streaming capabilities users will be able to experience a high end photo realistic 
metaverse without needing a high end gaming PC or graphic card.
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Jonathan Delachaux, 2022, Study for Tchan-Zaca - Day and Night View



2.2

The Art Market, Online 
Art Sales and NFTs

March 10, 2021

Euronews Biztech 

News

The nonfungible token (NFT) marketplace is booming with sales jumping by 

more than 200 times in 2021, according to a new report which also highlights 

how NFTs have become precisely that, a marketplace.



Sales of NFTs jumped 21,000 per cent to more than $17.6 billion (almost €16 

billion) in 2021, up from $82 million (€74 million) a year earlier according to 

the report from NFT data company Nonfungible.com, developed in 

partnership with BNP Paribas-owned research firm L’Atelier.



NFTs are unique digital assets, which can be thought of as digital collectibles 

that include art, gaming, or other creative products that are recorded on a 

blockchain or digital ledger.  euronews.com

August 5, 2021

Statista Research 

Department

The global art market is a marketplace of buyers and sellers trading in the 

services, articles, and works of art commonly associated with the arts and 

culture sector. It consists of the primary market – concerning artworks that 

are sold for the first time – and the secondary market, dealing with re-sales. 

The global art market was valued at 50 billion U.S. dollars in 2020, dropping by 

roughly 14 billion over the previous year, due to the impact of the coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic. This decrease is also shown in the volume of global art 

sales which reached approximately 31 million transactions in 2020, down 

from over 40 million in 2019. In contrast, as the pandemic urged auction 

houses  and art dealers to strengthen their digital departments, total sales of 

the online art and  antiques market doubled in 2020 compared to the previous 

year. 
statista.com
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https://www.euronews.com/next/2022/03/10/nft-sales-have-spiked-21-000-in-a-year-but-has-the-marketplace-become-a-bubble
https://www.statista.com/topics/1119/art-market/#dossierKeyfigures


2.2

October 22, 2021

theartnewspaper.com
NFT sales have so far hit around $3.5bn in the first three quarters of this year, 

according to the Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2021. The report found that 

total online art  sales reached $6.8bn in the first half of 2021—and could hit 

$13.5bn by the end of this year. 

theartnewspaper.com

March 17, 2022

bitcoin.com
NFT Weekly Sales Volume Improves Jumping 17% Higher Than the Week 

Prior



According to statistics from cryptoslam.io, out of 15 different blockchain 

networks, seven-day sales have jumped 17.86% this week. Metrics indicate 

that the aggregate NFT sales volume during the last week was $457.67 

million.



The blockchain Ethereum (ETH) captured the most sales volume with $398 

million of the aggregate sold during the week. Ethereum-based NFT sales 

have increased by 21.61% via 64,347 NFT buyers and 158,169 transactions.”

Sales

$398,523,941

$21,883,895

$13,409,938

$9,481,154

$6,473,158

Buyers

64,347

25,868

4,997

26,609

47,628

Txns

158,169

64,928

16,602

329,992

137,264

Blockchain

Ethereum

Solana

Avalanche

Flow

Ronin

Change (7d)

21.61%

10.72%

41.06%

13.95%

30.39%

The top five blockchains in terms of NFT sales this week according to cryptoslam.io metrics.news.bitcoin.com
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https://www.theartnewspaper.com/2021/10/22/nft-art-sales-hit-dol-lar35bn-so-far-this-year?utm_source=The+Art+Newspaper+Newsletters&utm_cam-paign=eb4840b402-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_10_21_10_25&utm_medium=email&utm_
https://news.bitcoin.com/nft-weekly-sales-volume-improves-jumping-17-higher-than-the-week-prior/


Problem

2.3
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As the NFT market expands immensely, traditional Artists are learning to understand the urgency of a 

permanent presence in a high quality digital art environment, but they lack the basic knowledge of how to 

participate in this new paradigm. 



Artworks of the highest caliber, worth trillions of USD are stored at vaults and freeports around the world. 

Collectors of these works are seeking new platforms for the display of these artworks and opportunities 

for trade and ease of transfer of ownership. 



Traditional Art Galleries are overwhelmed with the speed with which the digital space is moving and 

need help adapting to a rapidly growing multi-billion dollar market. 



The Digital Community is beginning to understand that important digital art and NFTs with high artistic 

value and growth potential require education and careful selection. Crypto investors are looking to 

purchase blue chip artworks from galleries, banks and private collections using cryptocurrencies as 

payment and NFTs as proof of ownership

The Art Market
Galleries, Collectors and Secondary 

Market Participants want to get a foot 

into a growing $25 Billion* market.

Digital  Community/Collectors
Digital Community, Collectors & Investors - 

want to buy relevant art through a trusted 

source, using cryptocurrencies as 

payment.

Artists
Don't know how to make NFTs

Private Collectors
Don't know how to tokenize or sell their coveted fine art. 



Solution

2.4

As ArtMeta connects the top-notch international art world participants with a visionary, artist-generated 

digital space and its crypto virtuosos, it creates a unique and emerging new digital space for a likely fast 

growing digital art market-to-be.



ArtMeta opens up new marketing and trading opportunities for well-established Artists and Tier 1 

Galleries of the traditional art market by reaching out to countless new buyers, private collection groups 

and its collectors in the digital space.



The Digital Community will eventually be able to participate in a market that it would not otherwise come 

into contact with easily or for which there is a high entry threshold. With the convenience of using crypto 

currency as the form of payment and NFTs as proof of ownership for investment in physical artworks, 

held by leading banks and art institutions, opening a stream of additional revenue from a new buyers 

market.
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Artists & Private Collectors Studio
Get a studio that finances, develops and produces high-

end NFTs that will translate to the digital community

The Art Market Marketplace
Get guidence and access to a fast growing 

market and new clients

Digital Community/Collectors

Advisory
Get to collect relevant, valuable and top 

quality works of art in the form on NFTs as 

the art itself, and/or as proof of ownership 

for the physical piece.
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3.1

Founding Team and 
Managing Directors

Roger Haas
 Former Acting Director, Art Stations 

Foundation / Muzeum Susc
 Former Founder and Director, 

Offspace Onlin
 Founder and Director Haas & 

Fischer Gallery, Zürich, 2005-2011

CEO

Co-Founder

Jonathan Delachaux
 Visual Artist Graduate from 

HEAD Genev
 Solo Presentations, The Armory 

Show, Artissima, MONA, FIAC

Artistic Director

Cem Kulac
 Founder, Agile Coach in Digital 

Product Development, Agilist.c
 CEO, Nebu Gmb
 Partner, Crossmind in
 CEO, Leanovations Gmb
 Community Builder, Lean Agile Scrum 

Switzerland & Agile HR Zurich
 Co-Founder, CEO, Rocket Consulting 

CoO

Chief Digital Officer

“

Alissa Alekseeva
 NFT Series Project Co-Founder of 

Real Face NF
 Former Head of Merchandising & 

Operations, GBG U
 Former Director of Merchandising, 

The Frye Compan
 Founder, Dear Universe New Yor
 Former Global Merchandising, Ralph 

Lauren Corporation New York

Head of Marketing

Krzysztof Kosciuczuk
 Former Artistic Director @ Muzeum 

Susch
 Earlier posts include: Deutsches 

Forum für Kunstgeschichte, Paris; 
documenta 14, Kassel/Athens; 
Zacheta National Gallery of Art, 
Warsaw; Royal Castle Museum, 
Warsaw.

 Holds a degree in History of Art

Head of Metaverse Content

Thomas Haas
 25 years in Internet Technology and 

Businesses, Patent Autho
 Executive Management at SoftWired 

Inc, Whitestein Technologies A
 Co-Founder, Member of the Board 

Agilist. Cooperativ
 Co-Founder and President of Rocket 

Consulting A
 Strategy Consultant, Author of 

Strategility

Chairman 

Co-Founder



3.2

With the help of a 
few partners
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Timeline

3.3

 Genesis of Art Metaverse

 Founding of ArtMeta, private equity 

round.

 Development of Art Metaverse

 Digitization of artworks into NFTs 

for testing purposes

 Identifying development and 

sourcing teams

 Jonathan Delachaux received a 

development grant from the Canton 

of Geneva - Cantonal Contemporary 

Art Fund for the development of 

Tchan Zaca, the main island of 

ArtMeta.

08.2019 01.2021-08.2021

 Start sourcing Galleries and Artists

 Initiation of Market Research 

Activities.

08.2019-12.2020

 Strategic partners on-boarding: 

Haas & Company - custody provider 

for tokenization of physical art, 

TrustSwap - incubator

 Token economics investment 

preparation.

 IDO with Polkastarte

 Confirmed partnerships with 

Gate.io & MEX

 Rebran

 Other IDOs TB

 Setup development team

 Setup sourcing team

 Start onboarding key art industry 

peopl

 Reaching 17k followers on Twitter 

and 10k followers on T

 Exclusive side event and NFT drop 

at NFT LA with gallery partner, 

March 2022.


09.2021-11.2021Q1 2022


 Seed Round + Private Round

 IDO with TrustSwap

 Setup marketing team

 Infrastructure/security 

implementations

 First NFT Drop with Night Gallery, 

Sold out in 10 mins, 180k USD

11-12.2021

  TGE of $MAR

 $MART listing on DEXs and CEXs 

(Gate.io, MEXC, more to be 

confirmed…)

 First innovation token utility 

defined

 New website and branding by Neon 

Hiv

 First marketing campaign around 

the concept of the island of Tchan 

Zac

 Exclusive event around Art Basel in 

June, showcasing the first demo of 

our metaverse.

 Artmeta Metaverse ready to deploy 

to public

 Minimum Viable Product (MVP) of 

Artmeta Marketplace and 

transaction platform ready to 

deploy

 12-24 new top tier galleries (Art 

Basel) onboarded

 2 more auction houses onboarded

 Artmeta Auction Engine ready to 

integrate

 Further token use case defined.

Q2 2022

 Development of beta version of Art 

Metaverse

 Establishment of ArtMeta as a 

leading fine art and digital resource

 Strategic + Ecosystem Partners 

onboarded

 Artmeta Metaverse design 

developed and teste

 1 top tier gallery, 1 major auction 

house, 1 historical relevant artwork 

onboarde

 Production and sales of NFTs

 Events and initiatives around NFTs - 

exclusive access for MART & token 

holders.

Q3-Q4 2022 2023
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Tokenomics

3.4

Token type

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

200,000.00

675,000.00

1,750,000

0.00

833,333,33

6 month cliff followed by a 
18 month quarterly vesting

3 month cliff followed by a 
12 month quarterly vesting

0% unlocked at TGE, then 
released over 18 months

0% unlocked at TGE, then 
released over 24 months

0% unlocked at TGE, then 
released over 36 months

0% unlocked at TGE, then 
released over 24 months

5% TGE, 2 month cliff, rest 
linearly over 9 months

7.5% TGE, 2 month cliff, 
rest linearly over 7 months

25% TGE, 2 month cliff, 
rest linearly over 4 months

Will be used as per 
liquidity needed on CEX

100% at TGE, will be 
used as per liquidity 
needed on DEX

Team 10.000%

5.000%

20.000%

16.000%

15.000%

6.000%

4.000%

9.000%

7.000%

5.000%

3.000%

100.000% 100,000,000 3,850,000.000Total raised From sales

10,000,000

5,000,000

20,000,000

16,000,000

15,000,000

6,000,000

4,000,000

9,000,000

7,000,000

5,000,000

3,000,000

$0.1000

$0.1500

$0.3000

$0.3000

$400,000.00

$1,340,000.00

$2,100,000.00

Allocation Percentage Token Allocation Price per token Vesting Tokens on Day 1
Amount Raise 

Pre ILOin $

Advisors

Treasury

Development & Marketing

Staking & Community Initiatives

Partnerships

Seed Round

Private Round

Public Round

Public Round

Reserved Liquidity for CEX Listing

Dex Liquidity

Total Supply 100,000,000

Total Circulation on Day-1

Initial Market Cap on Day-1

Fully Diluted on Day-1

Initial Market Cap on Day-1 
without liquidity

3,458,333.33

$1,037,500

$787,500

$30,000,000

Reserved Liquidity for CEX Listing

Initial ILO ETH Liquidity 
Needed (Equivalent in ETH)

Balance Amount Left from 
Seed and Private Rounds

$250,000.00

ETH

$2,900,000.00

$250,000.00

$mart Tokens 
Needed

1,250,00
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3.4

Token Utility

Access to ArtMeta is split into two dimensions. First of all the number of 
districts that can be accessed are limited. Second, the activities that can be 
performed and the products that can be participated in require specific 
membership rights.



In public pre-sales, users will be able to purchase authority scores and 
access rights ranging from Citizen to Visitor. With a Citizen of having all the 
authority scores and a Visitor of having one authority score. A full breakdown 
of the user levels, access rights, and authority scores can be found below:
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*Access types are subject to change.

Examples of access rights:



Participation in Sale of Fragmented Artworks: Some artworks will be split into fragments. The fragmentation 
enables joint ownership of artworks by various users. Artwork fragments are offered in three different rounds: first to 
the highest user levels (citizens), followed by second (Resident and Immigrant), and third groups (Explorer, 
Vacationer, Adventurist and Visitor) - more details outlined in IAO section below.



NFT Ownership: The right to own an NFT for an entire piece of artwork or fragmentation of an artwork.



Invitation Rights: The right to invite others to visit specific districts or places with specific access rights. 



Renting Rights: Right to rent virtual spaces to present your fine art NFT. 



Customization of Avatar: It enables the user to change their avatar.



Visa Rights: The holder of the ArtMeta visa NFT would receive extra access rights to specific districts or places 
normally not available to everyone. 



VIP Access: First Choice, Pre-Openings.




3.4
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ArtMeta’s Product Innovation: 

Initial Artwork Offering, IAO


Token Utility



As part of its first product innovation, the ArtMeta Ecosystem enables blue-chip artwork owners to offer all or part of 
their masterpieces for sale. For each offering, the share of the artwork to be offered, the start date, and the period of 
sale will be announced in advance. The shares of the artwork will be offered in three stages: 20% of the shares will 
be offered during the Fire Stage at a lower price, 30% during the Rocket Stage at a medium price, and 50% during 
the Public Stage at a higher price. Participation in an offering requires the basic ArtMeta KYC, staked $MART token 
ownership, and ArtMeta membership depending on the desired stage of participation. 



Blue-Chip artworks are specific masterpieces that have high quality, are unique, historically important and 
recognized, and highly valued. Ownership of blue-chip art fractions and the hierarchy in Artmeta society can provide 
extra privileges and ease the access for participation in each offering round.



The start and period of the sale for each Artwork offering will be announced well in advance, like a launchpad, so the 
users can have enough time to stake the required $MART tokens for their desired participation round. The following 
table summarizes the requirements for the participation access in each round:


Ownership of all the artwork shares/fragments are verifiable. Furthermore, artwork shareholders can benefit from 
any income generated from the artwork in ArtMeta. This includes income as a result of price increase or display of 
the artwork in different artmeta galleries and exhibitions. NFT holders can use the artwork for their private use, for 
example, showing it in their office spaces with verifiable ownership, their avatars, or user profiles. 



ArtMeta offers communities around each blue-chip artwork. To obtain the right to participate in a community of a 
specific blue-chip artwork, you need to be already its fragment owner. The community can decide together how to 
maximize the income from their blue-chip. For example, to vote on which ArtMeta exhibitions they want the blue-
chip artwork to be displayed in.



* $MART price and staking will be in accordance with the token performance and may be adjusted at any time



This ArtMeta Lightpaper is for information purposes only. ArtMeta does not guarantee the accuracy of or 
the conclusions reached in this Lightpaper , and this

Lightpaper is provided “as is”. The information shared in this Lightpaper is not all-encompassing or 
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a 
contractual relationship.



ArtMeta does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied, 
statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness 
for a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this 
Lightpaper are free from error; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe third-party rights.



ArtMeta and its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference 
to, or reliance on this Lightpaper or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility 
of such damages. In no event will ArtMeta or its affiliates be liable to any person or entity for any 
damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, 
compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance on 
this Whitepaper or any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss of business, 
revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses. This Lightpaper or any other associated 
content does not constitute any advice to buy or sell tokens.



Prior to your participation in the purchase of tokens, you shall carefully study this Lightpaper and all the 
documents associated with the same, including the

contract in relation to the purchase of the same. Certain statements, estimates and financial information 
featured in this Whitepaper are forward-look statements that are based on and take into consideration 
certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which in eventuality may cause the estimated 
results or may differ factually and substantially from the featured estimates or

results extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith. The content in this 
Lightpaper speaks only as of the date of this Lightpaper and updates, revisions and/or changes to the 
Whitepaper and ArtMeta Metaverse itself are at any time possible.



No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to accuracy or completeness of the 
Lightpaper and/or the ArtMeta Metaverseplatform and the information contained herein and no reliance 
should be placed on it.

3.5

Legal Disclaimer
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Find out more
artmeta.org
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